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Multiple analysts may want to access to sensitive datasets 
but they can have competing requirements

DIFFERENTIAL	PRIVACY
Differential privacy (DP) [2] is defined as:
A randomized mechanism ℳ is 𝜖, 𝛿 −differentially 
private if for all 𝒮 ∈ Range(ℳ) and any pair of neighboring 
databases (𝒟,𝒟!) that differ in a single element:

ℳ 𝒟 ∈ 𝒮 ≤ e"Pr ℳ 𝒟! ∈ 𝒮 + δ

PRIOR	MECHANISMS

FRAMEWORK

CONCLUSION
It is unclear which prior solution offers the best utility when 
individual query accuracy bounds are considered!

Our solution can find a more equitable mechanism under 
our criteria for universal query accuracy bounds. 
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We compare our solution on all three equitability criteria to 
prior mechanisms, with the following parameters:

W = Full Range [0,100]
G = Ranges of [0,10),[10,20), … [90,100]
𝜖 = 0.01

EQUITABILITY	CRITERIA
1. Equality between Queries: Maximize the number of 
answered queries 

𝑓! 𝑐 = ∑"#!$ 𝑐"

2. Equality between Groups: Maximize the number of 
groups of queries that are answered completely

f% 𝑐 = max ∑&!∈( 𝐼! ∑)"∈&!
)"
&!

where 𝐼! 𝑥 = +1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 = 1,
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≠ 1

3.   Equitable rate of accurate queries per Group: Maximize 
the minimum rate of any set of queries

Define the rate for 𝑔* as: ∑)"∈&!
)"
&!

. 

Then f+ 𝑐 = max min
*#!,…,.

∑)"∈&!
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Only one utility metric!

How can we optimally and equitably support analyses with 
different utility requirements on a common sensitive dataset 

given a fixed privacy parameter?
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An optimization problem to find the best DP mechanism A: 

The Objective: Maximize equitability criterion        maximizeA,C 𝑓(𝑐")

Constraint 1: Mechanism answers the queries         subject to 𝑐"𝑤" = 𝑐"𝑤"𝐴/𝐴,

Constraint 2: Accuracy is bounded %)"
0#

A |% 𝑤"𝐴/ |1% ≤ 𝛽"


